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Following Itô & Mester (1999), Kang Y. (1998) and Chae (1999) applied the notion of the 
lexical strata to Korean. Recently, Park, Hong, & Byun (2013) incorporated a quantitative 
method in this topic. This study is a contribution to the literature from another quantitative 
perspective of phonological neighborhood network (PNN) analysis (Vitevitch, 2008; 
Arbesman, Strogatz, & Vitevitch, 2010; Siew, 2013; Shoemark, Goldwater, Kirby, & Sarkar, 
2016; Turnbull & Peperkamp, 2017; Nam, 2017). Specifically, this study investigates whether 
the number of a word’s phonological neighbours (Luce & Pisoni, 1998), or ‘degree’ in a 
PNN, is different by which the strata the word belongs.  

The PNN for this study is based on 26,759 underlying phonological forms from Standard 
Korean Language Dictionary (SKLD, National Institute of Korean Language, 2009). They 
are all monomorphemic words in SKLD that have the frequency of ten or higher. For each 
word, origin information was collected as the criterion of the lexical strata. Following 
previous studies, three strata of Sunuri (native), Sino-Korean, and foreign were assumed (N = 
3491, 20750, 2518, respectively). Based on the collected data, R packages ‘stringdist’ (van 
der Loo, 2014) and ‘igraph’ (Csardi & Nepusz, 2006) generated a PNN, and calculated 
degree. According to a Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test, there was a statistically significant 
difference in degree (number of phonological neighbours) distribution by each stratum (K-W 
chi-squared value 1577.318, p < 0.01). As presented in Table 1, Sunuri Korean words have 
the highest number of phonological neighbours, followed by Sino-Korean and foreign.  

To investigate whether phonotactics alone accounts for this result, I compared the actual 
lexicon to fifty PNNs of random lexicons that emulate the tri-gram phonotactics of actual 
lexicon (Turnbull & Peperkamp, 2017, pp. 87-88). All random lexicons had a different degree 
distribution by stratum. Therefore, the different phonotactics of each stratum accounts for 
degree difference by stratum. However, the Z-scores in Table 2 indicates that the actual 
lexicon deviates much from them, and the deviation differs by stratum. 
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Table 1: Median, mean and standard deviation of degree in actual lexicon stratum 

 Total Native Sino-Korean Foreign 
Median 3 5 4 0 
Mean 6.914832 12.48926 6.49658 2.63304 
Standard deviation 10.34101 16.13569 8.94929 7.260654 

 

Table 2: Comparison of the actual lexicon to the averaged random lexicons 

 Degree mean 
 Native Sino-Korean Foreign 

Actual lexicon (A) 12.48926 6.49658 2.63304 
Averaged across random lexicons (B) 11.12118 5.13202 4.26700 
Standard deviation of random lexicons (C) 0.15515 0.05249 0.15254 
Z-score: (A-B) / C 8.81781 25.99876 -10.71146 




